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Abstract

Electroreductive desorption of a highly ordered self-assembled monolayer

(SAM) formed by the araliphatic thiol (4-(4-(4-pyridyl)phenyl)phenyl)meth-

anethiol leads to a concurrent rapid hydrogen evolution reaction (HER).

The desorption process and resulting interfacial structure were investigated

by voltammetric techniques, in situ spectroscopic ellipsometry, and in situ

vibrational sum–frequency–generation (SFG) spectroscopy. Voltammetric

experiments on SAM-modified electrodes exhibit extraordinarily high peak

currents, which differ between Au(111) and polycrystalline Au substrates.

Association of reductive desorption with HER is shown to be the origin of
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the observed excess cathodic charges. The studied SAM preserves its two–

dimensional order near Au surface throughout a fast voltammetric scan even

when the vertex potential is set several hundred millivolt beyond the des-

orption potential. A model is developed for the explanation of the observed

rapid HER involving ordering and pre–orientation of water present in the

nanometer–sized reaction volume between desorbed SAM and the Au elec-

trode, by the structurally extremely stable monolayer, leading to the observed

catalysis of the HER.

Keywords: Reductive SAM desorption; Hydrogen evolution; Catalysis;

Sum frequency generation spectroscopy; Spectroscopic ellipsometry

1. Introduction1

Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) are often employed for electrochem-2

ical applications such as control of charge transfer [1, 2], production of3

(bio)electrochemical sensors [3–5], metal/organic/metal junctions [6–8], and4

barrier layers against metal corrosion [9–11]. It is essential to understand the5

effect of SAM–modified electrodes on electron transfer reactions, as well as6

their interfacial structure under electrochemical conditions for their ultimate7

use in electrolytic media.8

In most cases, the rate of an interfacial chemical reaction is reduced by9

the presence of adsorbates because of their blocking of active sites on the10

surface, as has been shown, e.g., for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) on11

Au(111) [9, 12, 13]. If the adsorbate blocks the active sites through covalent12

bonds, such a rate decrease is also expected for the HER. On the other hand,13

redox-active physisorbed monolayers have been shown to act as catalysts14
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towards the HER [14].15

For thiol self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) on Au, HER occurs in an16

electrode potential range beyond reductive desorption of the SAMs [15],17

leading to a complex interplay between different interfacial reactions. To18

understand this complex interplay, it is essential to understand the interfa-19

cial properties of SAM-modified electrodes under electrochemical conditions.20

In this context, the influence of the electrode potential on formation kinetics21

[16, 17], structural properties [18–20], and ionic permeability of SAMs has22

been subject to several works [19, 21]. Especially electrochemical desorp-23

tion/readsorption studies revealed important details concerning the nature of24

the interfacial interactions between a chemisorbed monolayer and a metallic25

substrate, besides defining the applicable potential range for SAM-modified26

electrodes.27

On the cathodic side, this potential range is typically limited by the re-28

ductive desorption of thiol-SAMs from the Au substrate, which is commonly29

described by the simple reaction [22]30

RSAu + e– −→ RS– +Au31
(R1)32

Although the cleavage of the Au-S covalent bond has been established, many33

aspects of the entire electroreductive desorption mechanism of thiol mono-34

layers are unclear and have been subject of a number of studies, in most35

cases excluding the effect on and the role of the HER [23–37]. Besides the36

currents originating from the Faradaic 1, incidental capacitive currents have37

been reported during desorption of a SAM as a consequence of the transition38

between a SAM–covered and a bare interface. Cathodic peaks originating39

from capacitive currents are usually not larger than 20-30 % of the des-40
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orption currents, as reported for long-chain aliphatic thiols [23–25, 32–36],41

because charges transferred during such capacitive processes are smaller than42

the charges transferred during Faradaic reactions.43

The state of the molecular units of SAMs during and after electrore-44

ductive desorption is decisive for the electrode’s activity towards interfacial45

reactions, including HER. After electroreductive cleavage of the S-Au bonds,46

soluble molecules diffuse into the electrolyte, while long-chain alkanethio-47

lates reside in the double layer region as a consequence of their poor water48

solubility.[38] Within the double layer, chemically desorbed long-chain alka-49

nethiolates form aggregates, as concluded from spectroscopic and microscopic50

studies [26, 28, 30, 31]. Depletion of these aggregates has been proposed as51

the source of additional capacitive currents, which are usually observed as52

a separate peak in voltammograms during desorption of long n-alkanethiols.53

This hypothesis was later disproven by a second-harmonic-generation study54

[37]. In addition, vibrational sum-frequency-generation (SFG) spectroscopy55

has been applied to investigate molecular ordering and orientation within56

self-assembled monolayers at electrified interfaces [39–42], and ex situ af-57

ter treatment at different potentials [38]. The majority of previous studies58

of electroreductive desorption focused on commonly used aliphatic SAMs.59

In recent years, interest has shifted towards SAMs consisting of aromatic60

molecular units, due to their enhanced stability and interesting electric and61

electronic properties [1, 2, 43–45]. So far, to the author’s knowledge, no de-62

tailed desorption study of such technologically promising SAMs composed of63

large aromatic molecules with more than two aromatic rings has been car-64

ried out. Different in mechanism from multiwave desorption peaks observed65
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for n-alkanethiols, long araliphatic thiols show an extraordinary multiwave66

response during electroreductive desorption [46]. The corresponding trans-67

ferred charges are too large for a capacitive process and even larger than the68

Faradaic desorption reaction. The magnitude of the unknown, desorption-69

related Faradaic process points to involvement of the HER [46]. A full in-70

vestigation of the physical state of the desorbed molecules on the electrode71

surface requires spectroscopic or microscopy techniques combined with elec-72

trochemisty.73

This work examines the unusual desorption behavior of the highly ordered74

araliphatic thiol monolayers using previously characterized SAMs of (4-(4-75

(4 pyridyl)phenyl)phenyl)methanethiol (PyPP1) and 2-(4-(4-(4-pyridyl)phe-76

nyl)phenyl)ethanethiol (PyPP2). A series of voltammetric measurements77

have been performed to determine the origin of the extraordinarily large78

cathodic peaks that appear after reductive desorption. Transient states at the79

SAM-Au interface and within the monolayer film and during HER have been80

monitored in situ and in operando by femtosecond-based broadband SFG81

spectroscopy and spectroscopic ellipsometry. Combining the voltammetric82

and spectroscopic results, a model is proposed explaining the voltammetric83

response of electroreductive desorption of the investigated SAMs.84

2. Experimental85

2.1. Samples86

PyPP1 and PyPP2 organothiols were synthesized as described elsewhere87

[47]. Au(111) substrates were prepared by evaporating gold onto freshly88

cleaved mica sheets at a substrate temperature of 450◦C in a Leybold Uni-89
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vex 450 system. Prior to use, the Au films were annealed in a H2 flame.90

Polycrystalline Au (poly-Au) substrates were mechanically polished. SAMs91

were formed by immersion of the Au substrates into 20 µM ethanolic thiol92

solutions for 12-15 h. After removal from solution, samples were thoroughly93

rinsed with ethanol and purged with nitrogen gas. All chemicals used were94

in reagent grade.95

2.2. Voltammetry96

For all electrochemical measurements a Compactstat potentiostat (Ivium97

Technologies, The Netherlands) was employed. Deaerated 0.1 M NaOH so-98

lution was used as electrolyte. Cyclic voltammogramms (CVs) on SAM-99

modified Au(111) electrodes were measured with a scan rate of 50 mV s-1,100

unless stated otherwise. All electrode potentials E herein are referred to an101

Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl) reference electrode. For determination of the charges Q102

per electrode area transferred during a voltammetric peak, a linear baseline103

was set between the vertices of the peaks in the curves of the current densities104

j. This baseline was subsequently subtracted from the original j.105

For hydrodynamic measurements a rotating disk electrode (RDE) assem-106

bly, and a rotating ring-disk electrode (RRDE) assembly (Pine Research107

Instruments, USA) were used. In both configurations, disk electrodes con-108

sisted of a mirror polished polycrystalline Au disk. In the RRDE tip, around109

the poly-Au disk (diameter 5 mm), a Pt ring was placed with 6.5 mm and 7.5110

mm inner and outer diameters, respectively. Prior to measurements, both111

the ring and the disk electrodes were modified with a PyPP1 monolayer, so112

that during the measurement, thiolate adsorption on the ring was prevented.113

In this way, any oxidative current detected on the ring could directly be114
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assigned to H2 oxidation at the applied ring potential (ER = -0.5 V) but115

not to oxidative adsorption of thiolates. Collection efficiency of the SAM–116

modified Pt ring was determined to be ≈0.05 (compared to 0.43 without117

SAM modification).118

2.3. Ellipsometry119

For spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements, a PyPP1/Au(111) (2 cm x120

1.5 cm) sample was placed in a homemade PTFE electrochemical cell with121

suitable apertures for incident and reflected light, as well as for a Ag/AgCl122

(3 M KCl) microreference electrode and a Pt spiral as counter electrode.123

The cell was placed in the beam path of a SE 800 spectroscopic ellipsometer124

(Sentech Instruments, Germany) [48, 49]. The ellipsometric angles Ψ and ∆125

were measured every ≈5 s for wavelengths λ from 300 to 820 nm during CV126

measurements with a scan rate of 5 mV s-1 between 0 V and -1.6 V. The127

angles are transformed into the ellipsometric ratio ρ = rp

rs
= tan (Ψ) ei∆ with128

i =
√
−1.[50]129

The ratio of the amplitude reflection coefficients rp and rs for p- and s-

polarized light, respectively, was analyzed using a perturbation approach [51].

The perturbation parameter J1 is related to the transition of the dielectric

function ǫs(z) of the interfacial region perpendicular to the interface in z-

direction,

J1 =

∫ +∞

−∞

(ǫ1 − ǫs(z)) (ǫs(z)− ǫ2)

ǫs(z)
dz. (1)

For layer and layer systems with a total thickness small compared to the λ,

ρ is expanded to first order around a step profile in the dielectric function
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with ρ0, yielding [51]

ρ = ρ0 −
2iq1K

2

r
(0)
s ǫ21ǫ2(q1/ǫ1 + q2/ǫ2)2

J1, (2)

where

r(0)s =
(q1 − q2)

(q1 + q2)
(3)

Here,

K =
2π

√
ǫ1

λ
sin(θ1) (4)

is the wavevector component parallel to the interface at which a plane wave

impinges under an angle of θ1, while

qk =
2π

√
ǫk

λ
cos(θk), k ∈ 1, 2 (5)

is the wavevector component perpendicular to the interface in the respective130

medium, where index 1 indicates the medium of incidence and 2 indicates131

the gold substrate. Literature values have been used for the wavelength-132

dependence of the dielectric functions ǫ1 and ǫ2 of the electrolyte [52], and133

gold substrate [53, 54], respectively. Eq. 2 can be solved for J1 and used for134

a computation of J1 from experimental data.135

For measurements of ρ0, E of a bare Au electrode in 0.1 M NaOH was136

varied between 0 and -0.5 V. In this range, recorded changes were on the137

order of the noise level.138

2.4. Sum–Frequency–Generation Spectroscopy (SFG)139

The SFG measurements were performed on a home–built SFG spectrom-

eter [55]. Briefly, an etalon–shaped narrowband visible laser beam with

frequency ωVIS fixed at 800 nm and a tunable broadband (100 fs pulse
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duration) infrared (IR) laser beam are spatially and temporally superim-

posed at the sample/electrolyte interface. Superposition results in the gen-

eration of a third beam at the sum–frequency of the two incident beams

ωSFG = ωVIS + ωIR. The resulting SFG intensity is

NSFG ∝
∣

∣χ(2)
∣

∣

2
NIRNVIS (6)

with

χ(2) = χ
(2)
NR + χ

(2)
R = χ

(2)
NR +

∑

k

∣

∣

∣

∣

Ak

(ωIR − ωk) + iγk

∣

∣

∣

∣

eiφk , (7)

where χ
(2)
NR is the second–order susceptibility of the metallic substrate. The140

resonant contribution of the second-order susceptibility χ
(2)
R , which in this141

case originates exclusively from the SAM, is the superposition of a number142

of resonances, each with an amplitude Ak, frequency ωk and the phase dif-143

ference φk between substrate and resonant response. The damping constant144

of the kth-vibration is denoted as γk. NVIS and NIR are the intensities of the145

two incident beams. The non–resonant background consisting of contribu-146

tions χ
(2)
NR of the Au substrate were suppressed by delaying visible and IR147

laser pulses by 400 fs [56]. The effects of SAM desorption were finally mon-148

itored by centering the IR beam to 1600 cm-1 and recording spectra under149

dry air conditions using a purge–box [55]. All spectra were recorded in p150

polarizations for all beams (SFG, VIS, and IR). Incident angles for the IR151

and VIS beams were adjusted to 55◦ and 60◦, respectively.152

In order to perform SFG measurements under E–control in electrochem-153

ical media, a thin–layer analysis cell [55] was modified (Fig. 1) by building154

electrolyte (0.1 M NaOH) reservoirs at the sides of the CaF2 prism using a155

chemically resistive two-component adhesive (X60, HBM Inc., USA). Two156
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Figure 1: Sketch of the beam path and the arrangement of the electrodes in the modified

thin–layer analysis cell for SFG measurements. The reflected VIS and IR beams are not

displayed.

glass capillaries containing a part of the electrolyte solution were dipped into157

each of the electrolyte pools and slowly released electrolyte into the reser-158

voir during the measurements in order to compensate evaporation in dry air159

conditions. PyPPx/Au/Mica substrates underlying the prism were extended160

over the larger side of the prism into the reservoir. Au films on the substrates161

were separated into two parts at the boundary between the prism and reser-162

voir by a mechanical scratch so that the part underneath the prism served as163

working electrode (WE) and the other part within the reservoir as counter164

electrode (CE). An Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl) microreference electrode (RE) was165

placed next to the prism in order to minimize the potential drops. In this166

configuration, the area exposed to the incident beams was approximately 0.5167

cm away from the reference and counter electrodes. The thickness of the168

electrolyte layer underneath the CaF2 was estimated to be <1 µm, which169

enabled homogenous potential control over the entire sample surface. Right170

after the assembly of the electrochemical SFG cell, a series of spectra with an171

exposure time of 0.4 s in the background-suppressed mode was started. Af-172
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Figure 2: First and second CV scan cycles obtained from (a) PyPP1-modified Au(111)

and (b) PyPP2-modified Au(111). In (a) a voltammogram of bare Au(111) is also given

(dashed line). (a◦) and (b◦) show an enlarged view around the cathodic and anodic peaks

of (a) and (b), respectively. (c) PyPP1-modified poly-Au in 0.1 M NaOH. The inset shows

the zoom of the low-current region of the first cycle. Subsequent scans yielded similar

peaks but with smaller intensities as a result of partial readsorption of thiolates.

ter 10 recorded spectra at the open circuit potential (OCP), the potentiostat173

was switched on performing a CV starting from the first vertex at 0 V to the174

second vertex at -1.6 V with a scan rate of 50 mV s−1. The SFG signal was175

then continuously recorded for 10 CV cycles. For obtaining a quantitative176

measure of the SFG signal, the recorded background-suppressed spectra were177

integrated without any further data treatment.178

3. Results and Discussion179

3.1. Cyclic Voltammetry (CV)180

Fig. 2 presents the CVs obtained for the SAM–modified Au electrodes in181

0.1 M NaOH and compares them to the curve for pure Au(111). Adsorption182
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sites on an Au(111) surface differ for PyPP1 and PyPP2 because of differ-183

ent molecular tilt angles arising from the “odd-even” effect involving the184

methylene spacers [57]. PyPP1 adsorbs on Au(111) with a (2
√
3×

√
3)R30◦185

overlayer structure, whereas PyPP2 yields a (5
√
3×

√
3)rect structure on the186

same substrate [57]. The 25% lower surface coverage of PyPP2 on the surface187

results in weaker intermolecular interactions compared to PyPP1 [46, 57].188

Hence, desorption potentials (C1 peaks in the CVs) of the dilute PyPP2189

SAM and the compact PyPP1 SAM differ accordingly. Although C1 peak190

potentials vary between PyPP1– and PyPP2–modified Au(111) electrodes,191

both systems yield double peaks within the electroreductive desorption re-192

gions, as shown in Fig. 2a and b, respectively. For the PyPP1/Au(111)193

electrode, the C1 peak at -1.30 V is followed by a much larger second peak194

C2 at -1.47 V. By integration of these peaks, Q ∼-0.06 mC cm-2 for C1195

and -1.32 mC cm-2 for C2. For desorption of a PyPP1 SAM with the given196

overlayer structure on Au(111), a total Faradaic charge of ∼-0.06 mC cm-2
197

is expected according to Faraday’s Law for a single electron transfer process,198

Γ = Q/F , where Γ is the surface coverage, and F is the Faraday constant.199

The experimental results show the major portion of the theoretically esti-200

mated charge for desorption of a complete monolayer to be reached during201

the C1 peak. Remarkably, the integrated current of the C2 peak corresponds202

to a 22–times larger reductive charge, which results obviously from a Faradaic203

process other than thiol desorption. The peak current, hence also the reac-204

tion rate, in this second cathodic peak is ∼10 times higher than the current205

at the same potential on bare Au(111) during the first cycle, and is still ∼3206

times as high as bare Au(111) during the second cycle. In the voltammogram207
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of the PyPP2/Au(111) electrode, the C1 peak at -1.11 V yields Q ∼-0.06 mC208

cm-2, similar to PyPP1/Au(111). Subsequently, a much less pronounced C2209

peak appears at -1.42 V with Q ∼-0.01 mC cm-2. A direct relationship be-210

tween monolayer structure and the rate of the concomitant Faradaic reaction211

is reflected in the CVs of compact PyPP1 and non–compact PyPP2 SAMs on212

Au(111). According to a model, compact monolayers such as PyPP1 desorb213

via a homogeneous reduction process all over the electrode surface, whereas214

etching centers are created in more permeable monolayers and desorption215

propagates successively at the edges of these etching centers [58, 59]. The216

lower ionic permeability expected for PyPP1 is supposed to cause slower dif-217

fusion of counter ions (here Na+) from the electrolyte to the sulfur heads218

through the thiols, consequently shifting the desorption potential to more219

negative values [46].220

The observed extraordinary voltammetric response upon the electrore-221

ductive desorption of PyPP1 SAMs becomes even more striking when the222

monolayer is adsorbed on a poly-Au surface instead of Au(111). For the223

PyPP1/poly-Au electrode, again a double peak is observed in the voltam-224

mogram (Fig. 2c). However, the C’1 peak is barely visible next to the massive225

C’2 peak. (Here, the peaks are designated as C’1 and C’2 to stress the slight226

differences in origin of the peaks.) A Q ∼-0.01 mC cm-2 for the first peak227

at -1.15 V suggests that in this peak, only a small portion of the monolayer228

desorbs, which most likely consists of weakly bound thiols, e.g. at domain229

boundaries. The residual major portion of the monolayer desorbs at more230

negative potentials in the dominant second peak at -1.61 V. Integration yields231

Q ∼-2.30 mC cm-2 for C’2. Obviously, on a poly-Au substrate, the PyPP1232
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SAM desorbs at more cathodic potentials compared to an Au(111) substrate.233

At the same time, larger reductive currents are observed. The negative po-234

tential shift for desorption of the monolayer on a poly-Au substrate compared235

to Au(111) can be explained by the increased electrochemical stability of the236

monolayer on the polycrystalline surface. It is well-known that the energy237

required to desorb SAMs from a gold surface is minimum for Au(111) [60–238

63]. Assuming that the poly-Au substrate has a considerable proportion of239

low index surfaces other than (111), desorption at more negative potentials240

is quite reasonable. However, it is astonishing that by using a poly-Au sub-241

strate, the additional Faradic reaction overlaps with the desorption reaction,242

yielding a 75% larger Q compared to the PyPP1/Au(111) electrode.243

Further CV measurements at different scan rates (not shown, see also244

Section 3.3) indicate that the C2/C’2 peak is related to a diffusion–controlled245

reaction at the corresponding peak potential. On the other hand, the area246

under the C1/C’1 peak (i.e. the charges) is almost independent of the scan247

rate, as expected for a peak purely related to desorption.248

The CV results show that the main body of the monolayer desorbs from249

a poly-Au substrate within the range of the C’2 peak. However, for the250

PyPP1/Au(111) system, both peaks are large enough to contain desorption251

currents of a monolayer so that the origins of the corresponding peak cur-252

rents cannot be distinguished. For determining the beginning and the end253

of the monolayer desorption process on this system, changes at the elec-254

trolyte/PyPP1/Au interface during a CV scan were tracked using ellipsom-255

etry.256
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3.2. Ellipsometry257

Fig. 3a shows the real part of J1 as function of E during the first CV scan258

of a freshly prepared PyPP1/Au(111) sample. Different from the previously259

presented CV measurement (Fig. 2a), in this experiment the scan rate was set260

to 5 mV s−1 for achieving a good synchrony between the applied potentials261

and ellipsometric data acquisition. A significant decrease is observed in the262

current of the second peak compared to the preceding first peak at this low263

scan rate.264

Taking a look at the corresponding ellipsometry data, a stable and con-265

stant Re(J1) is observed until the onset of the C1 peak. The magnitude266

observed of Re(J1) ∼ −1 nm in the given wavelength range is expected for267

an organic layer of a thickness of ∼1.5 nm, consistent with an intact SAM.268

The wavelength–dependence of the data is mainly given by the wavelength–269

dependence of ǫ2, which means that the curves appear similar in shape but270

different in magnitude at all wavelengths. The wavelength range displayed271

here was chosen as it is the region where ǫ2 is closest to 0, which simplifies the272

analysis according to Eq. 1. At the onset of the C1 peak in the CV, Re(J1)273

increases and reaches zero approximately in the middle of the desorption274

peak. Re(J1) = 0 corresponds to a complete absence of a layer, or the can-275

cellation in Eq. 1 of the effect of regions with positive or negative dielectric276

constant contrast. Re(J1) continues to rise above zero until the onset of the277

C2 peak, and remains constant with further increasing cathodic potentials278

until the potential vertex at -1.6 V. The positive value of Re(J1) implies that279

the dominating layer in the interfacial refractive index profile now has a real280

part of the dielectric constant at the respective frequency between the value281
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of the electrolyte (∼1.8) and Au (∼-1.1), which is untypical for organic mate-282

rials. During the reverse scan, re-adsorption is observed as a slight decrease283

in Re(J1), which remains at values >0. Readsorption is barely visible in the284

CV current, because the scan rate is not high enough to display respective285

charges. The results obtained during the subsequent second scan are shown286

in Fig. 3b. In the direction of increasing cathodic potential, Re(J1) resembles287

closely the backward scan of Fig. 3a. Desorption is barely visible in Re(J1),288

but it is in the CV. In the backward scan, values of Re(J1) approach more289

and more the value of 0. The increased fluctuations in Re(J1) in the later290

stages of the experiment are attributed to the presence of H2 bubbles, which291

remain on the surface after E is entering the regime of HER for the first time,292

and the consequent increase in scattered light intensity on the expense of the293

detected reflected intensity. It must be pointed out that the changes in the294

curves between the different scans are not due to drift of the instrument, but295

are caused by genuine changes in the interfacial structure. Corresponding296

experiments with bare Au show highly repeatable scans.297

The presented ellipsometry results reveal information about the state298

of the PyPP1/Au interface during electrochemical polarization. The main299

change in Re(J1) is observed during the first forward CV scan between the300

C1 and C2 peaks. In this potential regime, desorption of the SAM occurs,301

however, its constituents remain present near the interface. During subse-302

quent readsorption, Re(J1) is still far away from its initial value and even303

shows opposite sign to the initial value. One might expect that the SAM304

loses all order during the desorption process, but SFG measurements, which305

will be discussed later, show that order is maintained in the course of des-306
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orption, and is also maintained over at least 10 CV cycles. The most likely307

explanation for the large effect in the first scan compared to all other is that308

desorption leads to the presence of a layer or patches of low refractive index309

between SAM and Au surface or between SAM and electrolyte. The value of310

Re(J1) ∼ 2 nm after the desorption can be explained by the presence of an311

effectively ∼2.6 nm thick layer of a material with ǫs = 1, if a total loss of the312

SAM is assumed. As the SAM is still present, the effective layer thickness313

must be even higher. The presence of macroscopic H2 bubbles, which are314

visible below -1.4 V, cannot account for the observed effect. Macroscopic315

bubbles barely affect Re(J1), as has been confirmed in control experiments316

in the absence of a SAM. Results from one control experiment are shown in317

Fig. 3a. The aforementioned layer of low refractive index is likely in part318

to be consisting of adsorbed H2, which starts to form below the desorption319

potential. As not all gas is removed from the system when scanning in an-320

odic direction, it may remain adsorbed, explaining the large and irreversible321

shift to positive values of Re(J1). Further, desorption may also lead to sub-322

stantial changes in the electronic structure of the Au surface, resulting in323

respective irreversible changes of the dielectric function of Au near the inter-324

face. A third possibility is a substantial change in solvent structure around325

the desorbed SAM. This last explanation is, however, unlikely, because even326

relatively large changes result only in rather weak effects on the dielectric327

constant at optical frequencies.328

It is also worth to underline an important result from the comparison of329

the ellipsometric and CV results. The intensities of the two voltammetric330

peaks and the degree of shift in Re(J1) do not match. This observation331
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indicates different mechanisms as the sources of the two subsequent cathodic332

peaks on the voltammograms of PyPP1/Au(111) samples. Consequently, the333

first reductive peak can be assigned mainly to the desorption of the SAM.334

In order to elucidate the origin of the large excess currents appearing as the335

second peak on PyPP1/Au(111) and overlap with the desorption currents336

inside the same peak on PyPP1/poly-Au systems, further investigations were337

done by hydrodynamic voltammetric measurements.338

3.3. Hydrodynamic voltammetry339

So far, the observed excess cathodic charges were postulated to result340

mainly from a parallel Faradaic reaction concomitant to desorption of a341

PyPP1 monolayer. HER is a likely candidate as the possible source of the342

generated currents, because these excess currents are observed at potentials343

where HER is thermodynamically possible [46]. In order to confirm the role344

of H2, RRDE measurements were performed using a PyPP1/poly-Au disk345

electrode surrounded by a Pt ring, which was also modified with PyPP1346

monolayer without extermination of the H2 sensitivity. Fig. 4 shows the347

voltammograms for the ring and disk electrodes at 900 RPM angular rotation348

speed in 0.1 M NaOH. Both the ring and the disk voltammograms look quite349

symmetrical. Similar to the CV shown in Fig. 2c, the PyPP1/poly-Au disk350

electrode shows a desorption-related large cathodic peak covering a potential351

range between -1.4 V and -1.7 V. On the ring electrode, a corresponding352

oxidative peak is observed. After correction of the ring voltammogram re-353

garding its collection efficiency, the absolute value of the charge underneath354

the anodic peak on the ring corresponds to ∼90% of the of the cathodic355

peak charge on the disk voltammogram. The relation between the ring and356
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Figure 4: (a) RRDE data. Voltammograms obtained from PyPP1/poly-Au disk (jD) and

PyPP1/Pt ring (jR) during the first scan cycle in 0.1 M NaOH with 900 RPM angular

rotation speed and 50 mV s−1 scan rate. Ring potential was fixed at -0.5 V. (b) RDE

data. Voltammograms of PyPP1/poly-Au electrode in 0.1 M NaOH at various angular

rotation speeds ω. The inset shows the reductive charge density vs.
√
ω.

disk currents is only approximate, because the determination of the collec-357

tion efficiency of a thiol modified ring is prone to errors. Nonetheless, since358

readsorption of released thiolates on the thiol modified ring can be ruled out,359

this anodic peak can be assigned mainly to oxidation of H2 that is formed on360

the disk electrode concomitant to desorption of the monolayer. The observed361

C2 and C’2 peaks in the CVs can therefore be related to the evolution of H2.362

Because in this peak, the HER is significantly faster than on bare Au, the363

term “rapid HER” will be used here to described this special kind of HER.364

In order to investigate the relationship between HER kinetics and SAM365

desorption, further hydrodynamic voltammetry experiments were carried366

out using identical PyPP1/poly-Au electrodes at varying electrode angu-367
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lar rotation speeds. A series of the hydrodynamic voltammograms for the368

PyPP1/poly-Au electrodes is presented in Fig. 4b. At each rotation speed the369

cathodic peak corresponding to C’2 is visible. However, the peak potential370

of the large peak gradually shifts to more anodic potentials with increas-371

ing rotation rates. Under hydrodynamic conditions, after cleavage of the372

S-Au bonds, thiolates are expected to diffuse faster away from the double373

layer region at high rotation speeds, as shown in previous experiments [64].374

The transport of H2 away from the electrode is also likely to contribute to375

transport of thiolates away from the electrode surface. At slower rotation,376

thiolates suspended in the double layer should slow down desorption of the377

remaining thiols [64]. Therefore, a SAM desorbs at slightly more anodic po-378

tentials when the electrode rotation speed is increased. For the investigated379

PyPP1/poly-Au electrodes, the total potential shift amounts to 60 mV (from380

-1.61 V to -1.55 V) between 0 and 4000 RPM. Due to the association between381

SAM desorption and rapid HER, the reductive peaks shift without chang-382

ing their shape. Interestingly, peak charges decrease with increasing angular383

rotation speed (inset in Fig. 4b). These results indicate that retention time384

of the desorbed PyPP1 molecules has an influence on the HER kinetics. At385

this point, it becomes critical to know in what structural state the thiolates386

reside above the Au surface after desorption. The following experiment using387

vibrational SFG spectroscopy addresses this question.388

3.4. SFG vibrational spectroscopy389

For monitoring order of thiol/thiolate molecules during voltammetric390

scans, SFG spectroscopy was applied both in situ and in real time. Measure-391

ments were performed using Au(111) substrates, because flat surfaces are re-392
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quired to obtain adequate spectroscopic data. In addition to PyPP1/Au(111),393

a PyPP2/Au(111) sample was investigated for comparison, which has a dif-394

ferent structural quality and voltammetric response with less pronounced395

additional Faradaic contributions, as shown in Fig. 2.396

Fig. 5a shows the first one and a half voltammetric cycles of a typical397

SFG experiment. The spectrum shows an SFG band attributed to the ring398

vibration of the pyridine moiety of PyPP1, centered around 1600 cm−1 [57].399

This mode was chosen because a measurement of the full SFG spectrum has400

shown this band to be extremely intense. This extremely high intensity is401

required for real-time measurements during the CVs. The evolution of the402

signal intensity over time is alternating presumably due to nonlinear χ(3)
403

effects related to the coupling of visible, IR and static electric field at the404

interface, which is discussed in detail elsewhere [65]. No further significant405

change is observed in the intensity curve during the voltammetric scan, not406

even in the peak potential regions below -1.25 V. This stable alternating sig-407

nal indicates that the two–dimensional crystalline order of the monolayer is408

persevered at all applied potentials. The SFG signal obtained from ordered409

PyPP1 structures is not necessarily acquired only from the thiols directly410

present on the Au(111) surface but also from the surface plane of the electri-411

cal double layer. The first two CV scans recorded in parallel of SFG spectral412

aquisition are shown in 5 b. The curves are slightly different compared to413

those in Fig. 2, because of the different cell geometry. Especially the read-414

sorption peak is more pronounced. Overall, CV data shows that after each415

cycle, the amount of the readsorbed molecules becomes smaller. Hence the416

observed stable SFG signals comprise contributions of both adsorbed and417
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suspended molecules as long as they remain ordered. In Fig. 5c the nor-418

malized integrated SFG signals are plotted as function of the number of CV419

cycles the electrode was subjected to. Because the intensity of the signal is420

related to the order, number density, and orientation of molecules, a decrease421

in the maximum intensity value indicates loss in the structural molecular ar-422

rangement within the surface plane. Astonishingly, the signal obtained from423

PyPP1 does not show significant variations after 10 voltammetric scan cy-424

cles between 0 V and -1.6 V. On the other hand, the intensity for PyPP2425

decreases continuously after each cycle. After 10 cycles, the PyPP2 signal426

has almost vanished completely due to loss of order and/or decreased num-427

ber density within the SAM. After leaving the PyPP1 monolayer at open428

circuit for ∼30 min after desorption experiments, the signal of PyPP1 has429

also completely disappeared, indicating a diffusion of the molecules from the430

surface into the bulk.431

It is worth noting that readsorption peaks in the CVs of Section 3.1,432

as well as those measured in the CVs during SFG experiments, are small,433

considerably smaller than the desorption peaks. In a previous work, read-434

sorption was quantified of PyPP1 and PyPP2 between -0.2 and -1.8 V [46]:435

25 % of PyPP1 and ∼50 % of PyPP2 readsorb after each cycle. However,436

the molecules remain physisorbed to the electrode surface, even though the437

Au-S bond is broken. SFG vibrational spectra do not distinguish between438

ordered layers covalently bound to Au and ordered layers physisorbed to Au.439

Therefore, the presence in the SFG spectra of the characteristic vibrational440

mode from the molecules shows layer order, and hence also PyPPx presence,441

in the interfacial region.442
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Figure 5: (a) Evolution of a pyridine ring vibration of PyPP1 on Au(111) during potential

sweeps from 0 V to -1.6 V, back to 0 V, to finally -1.6 V, corresponding to one and a

half CV cycles, as measured with SFG vibrational spectroscopy. (b) First two CV scans

recorded in the SFG cell during aquisition of spectra shown in (a). (c) Integrated SFG

intensity of the observed band from PyPP1/Au(111) and PyPP2/Au(111) during ten CV

cycles. The integrated SFG signals are normalized to the maximum signal obtained from

an ordered SAM for each thiol.
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3.5. Discussion of rapid HER origin443

The combination of the voltammetric and spectroscopic results obtained444

from PyPP1 and PyPP2 modified Au samples reveals two important features445

that make the desorption process especially of PyPP1 extraordinary com-446

pared to the desorption of any aliphatic or short araliphatic thiol reported447

to the author’s knowledge. The first extraordinary feature is the preserva-448

tion of two–dimensional order of the reductively desorbed thiolates within449

the double layer region, that exists over a long period of time and a large450

potantial range after desorption. The second feature is the association of451

rapid HER with the desorption of the SAMs. These two features are closely452

related, considering the observed differences in desorption between PyPP1453

and PyPP2 SAMs. The correlation between these features helps to interpret454

the complicated voltammetric desorption behavior on a solid ground.455

Previous studies with aliphatic thiols showed that the structure of the456

desorbed thiols undergoes a transition from upright molecular oriented films457

to aggregates [26, 27, 29, 30, 66], or a striped phase with flat lying dithiol458

molecules [67], in the electrochemical double layer region. Based on subtrac-459

tively normalized interfacial infrared spectra [27, 66], and in situ scanning460

tunneling microscopy studies [26], aggregates of long n-alkanethiolates have461

been proposed to be in form of micelles. The micelle formation process462

involves a competition between repulsive forces among negatively charged463

sulfur head groups, attractive van der Waals forces among the chain units,464

and hydrophobic forces. Hydrophobic termination groups accelerate micelle465

formation. Taking all attractive and repulsive contributions into account, the466

shape of the aggregates can be estimated from the semiempirical “packing467
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parameter” v/(a0lc) involving the optimal surface area a0 of the molecu-468

lar head group, chain length lc, and chain volume v [68]. For hydrocar-469

bon amphiphiles, micelle formation becomes favorable if v/(a0lc) < 1/3 [68].470

Due to the small v/(a0lc) of the long aliphatic thiols with conformational471

disorder in the desorbed state, micelle formation is conceivable for the n-472

alkanethiolates. On the other hand, as the araliphatic chain is rather rigid,473

araliphatic molecules exhibit a shape close to a cylinder, where v/(a0lc) ∼ 1.474

This value of v/(a0lc) implies favorable formation of planar aggregate struc-475

tures. Consequently, loss of crystalline order after reduction is expected to476

occur slower for long araliphatic thiols. According to the SFG spectroscopy477

measurements, for the thiolates of PyPP1 the crystalline structures inherited478

from the chemisorbed monolayer are preserved in both voltammetric peak re-479

gions (Fig. 5). According to the structural differences between PyPP1 and480

PyPP2 monolayers, an even more stable ordered thiolate structure is ex-481

pected for the compact PyPP1 SAM, which is confirmed by the presented482

SFG results. These results are clear indication of the astonishingly long life-483

time of the ordered thiolate structures for the investigated SAMs, especially484

for PyPP1.485

Apart from the stable structural order of the desorbed thiolates, a sec-486

ond striking result is the detection of HER concomitantly to desorption of487

the PyPP1 monolayer. On poly-Au, a rapid HER was found to occur si-488

multaneously with the desorption of the main fraction of the SAM. On the489

other hand, based on the ellipsometry results, these two reactions are not490

simultaneous on Au(111) surfaces, were HER is found to occur only after491

desorption of the SAM. Both processes and are observed as separate peaks492
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in voltammograms (Fig. 3). The first reductive peak originates mainly from493

SAM desorption, as confirmed by shift in Re(J1) at the corresponding po-494

tentials. Because no pronounced shift in Re(J1) is detected in the potential495

region of the subsequent large peak, it can be deduced that this peak consists496

mainly of HER currents. When the rapid HER starts, the surface is already497

saturated with H2, so the main fraction of the additionally produced H2 is498

leaving the system as gas, therefore it is not present in the interfacial region.499

This finding can be generalized for the other members of the araliphatic thiol500

series, including PyPP2, which also yields excess cathodic currents in parallel501

to the thiol reduction process as observed on Au(111) surfaces.502

Considering the results of the RDE measurements, a relationship between503

the rate of the HER (hence, catalytic activity of a surface towards HER) and504

the thiolate’s lifetime in the surface plane of the electrode is observed. The505

presented voltammograms obtained from PyPP1/poly-Au electrodes (Fig.506

4b) show that peak currents become smaller at faster electrolyte convection507

rates. Smaller peak currents in case of shorter lifetime of thiolates in the508

double layer region indicate a catalytic activity on the Au electrode through509

the presence of desorbed thiolates. A similar behavior was observed with510

PyPP1/Au(111) electrodes; the second H2-related peak became smaller com-511

pared to the first desorption-related peak when the CVs were recorded with512

a lower scan rate (comparing Fig. 2a and Fig. 3a). Altogether these observa-513

tions indicate a diffusion–related phenomenon. The catalytic effect observed514

for HER requires the presence PyPP1 monolayers on the electrode surface515

without covalent bond to the electrode.516

The above–stated arguments lead to models for the overall desorption517
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mechanism of the investigated thiols. First, consider the desorption of PyPP1.518

As shown in Reaction 1, thiol desorption requires exchange of electrons be-519

tween Au substrate and thiols. This reaction, however, involves also the520

substitution of thiol molecules with water on the Au surface [35],521

nRS(ads) + ne– + xH2O −→ nRS(aq)
– + (x−y)H2O(ads).522

(R2)523

Since Reaction 2 (where y stands for the number of water molecules required524

for the solvation of the thiolate) occurs at sufficiently negative potentials for525

HER, the adsorbed water layer is immediately consumed for formation of526

H2,527

H2O(ads) + e– −→ 1
2
H2 +OH–.528

(R3)529

Reactions 2 and 3 are reactions that occur for any type of thiol on an Au530

surface. It must be pointed out that the participation of HER in the desorp-531

tion process leads to an current contribution also, which may account for the532

fact that the integrated desorption currents are slightly higher than required533

for monolayer desorption. In this specific case, especially for desorption of534

PyPP1, the question arises: What is the reason of the temporary acceleration535

of Reaction 3? In the following, several possible models will be discussed.536

The overall model is schematically summarized in Fig. 6.537

One possible reason for high HER rates associated with desorption is the538

retarded surface reconstruction of the Au substrate. It is currently widely539

accepted that thiolate bonding on Au results in a lower density of Au surface540

atoms compared to the SAM–free surface. SAM formation involves displace-541

ment of Au atoms on the surface; lifting the Herringbone reconstruction and542

formation of vacancy islands (etch pits). Recent studies demonstrated that543
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Figure 6: Schematic view of the proposed model for the rapid HER. (a) shows the intact

SAM, which is reductively desorbed (b). Subsequent transport of water into the region

between desorbed monolayer and Au leads to H2 evolution (c).
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together with vacancy islands, additional Au adatoms are formed, which serve544

as energetically favoured bonding sites for thiolates [69–71]. Compared to a545

reconstructed surface, such a modified Au surface underneath the SAM may546

offer more catalytically active sites for reactions such as HER, if it becomes547

accessible to the electrolyte. However, it has been reported for alkyl-thiols548

that desorption of the SAM immediately initiates surface reconstruction, in-549

cluding formation of the herringbone structure on Au(111), roughening of550

step edges, formation of gold islands and disappearance of vacancy islands551

[30, 72–74]. However, because the adsorption of the aliphatic and araliphatic552

thiols result in the same changes on an Au surface [43, 57], a similar recon-553

struction mechanism is expected for both thiol types after reductive desorp-554

tion. For aliphatic thiols, no increase in the HER rate is, however, observed.555

As a result, a substantial difference on the Au surface after reductive desorp-556

tion of aliphatic and araliphatic SAMs is unlikely but cannot be completely557

ruled out here.558

Catalysis of HER through physical interactions between the Au surface559

and any units of the desorbed thiolates, e.g., the pyridine moiety, can be560

safely ruled out as a possible explanation, due to the orientation of thiolates561

in the related potential region. In this orientation, only the sulfur heads are562

facing to the Au surface, separated from the Au surface by an electrolyte gap563

of ∼1 nm [75, 76]. Assuming a similar separation distance for PyPP1 thio-564

lates, a strong influence of the ordered, suspended thiolates on the structure565

of the electrolyte between Au and desorbed SAM is expected. In any assem-566

bly form, the suspended negatively charged thiolates are prone to interactions567

with counter ions in the solution. Protonation of electroreductively desorbed568
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n-alkanethiolates has been suggested despite the high solution pH [77, 78].569

However, at pH 13, protonation of the full monolayer is not expected, as570

the pKa values for HS-R units are usually lower,[78] e.g. for C6H5-CH2-SH,571

pKa ∼ 9.4.[79]572

The most likely mechanism for the observed acceleration of the HER after573

reductive desorption of the thiol SAM involves orientation of water molecules574

in the gap between Au and suspended monolayer. Diffusion of positively575

charged counter ions, in this case Na+(aq), from the electrolyte is essential576

for desorption of SAMs [77]. If the desorbed thiolates form aggregates, a577

homogenous charge distribution on the Au surface is quickly established.578

On the other hand, if the organic layer does not lose its two-dimensional579

order after desorption, as observed here, Na+(aq) will be present in a hydrated580

form between the negatively charged thiolate and the negatively polarized581

Au surface (Fig. 6b). This additional layer of hydrated positive ions in the582

gap between the organic layer and the Au surface is suggested here to lead583

to an optimum pre-orientation of water for a participation in the HER, and584

consequently higher HER rates (Fig. 6c). The ideal orientation of water585

needed for participation in the HER is not known. Two possible candidates586

are marked in Fig. 6c, though to achieve direct experimental evidence is587

difficult.588

The suggested model for the catalysis of HER — though speculative at589

this point — can be employed to explain the double peaks observed on the590

voltammograms upon desorption of the SAMs. For the catalytic activity591

through water reorientation, transport of Na+(aq) from bulk solution into the592

gap between the thiolate monolayer and the Au surface is required. PyPP1593
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thiolates with orientation as observed are not prone to electrolyte penetra-594

tion through the suspended film. Water and ion transport from the bulk595

electrolyte into the volume between Au and suspended monolayer occurs596

through inherent structural defects in the organic monolayer, such as do-597

main boundaries. On an Au(111) surface, after consumption of the initially598

adsorbed water layer, further water transport into the inner plane requires599

additional time due to the existence of large electrolyte–blocking SAM do-600

mains and a low amount of defects in the thiolate layer. Therefore, currents601

from the catalyzed HER are seen in a peak that is separated from the thiol602

reduction peak (Fig. 2a), and in general currents show a diffusion–related603

behavior in the electrochemical experiments. On poly-Au, due to the higher604

amount of structural defects in the SAM, electrochemical desorption and605

subsequent transport of electrolyte into the gap occur much faster, so that606

currents from both Faradaic reactions overlap (Fig. 2c). With increasing607

amount of water molecules in the gap between the suspended thiolate layer608

and the Au surface, contribution of HER to the peak currents increases. In609

the proposed mechanism, depletion of thiolate molecules causes loss of the610

observed catalytic activity, because the optimum distribution of Na+(aq) de-611

pends on the existence of the oriented thiolates in the double layer. Because612

the suspended thiolate layer also hinders the transport of the produced H2613

gas from the Au surface, the observed rate increase does not last long. In614

addition to formation of macroscopic bubbles, which are observed at strongly615

cathodic potentials only, the formed H2 can be adsorbed either between Au616

and suspended SAM, or at the SAM/electrolyte interface.617
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4. Conclusions618

An accelerated (“rapid”) HER has been detected concurrent to desorp-619

tion of structurally stable PyPP1 SAMs. The rate of the HER is strongly620

influenced by the structure of desorbed thiolates residing near the electrode621

surface after desorption. In situ ellipsometry results show a decrease of the622

interfacial refractive index upon SAM desorption. Combined electrochemical623

and SFG spectroscopy investigations show that after electroreductive desorp-624

tion, the structural order of the araliphatic thiol films is inherited from the625

chemisorbed state. For the compact PyPP1-SAM the two-dimensional or-626

der is astonishingly stable. Comparison with the less compact PyPP2-SAM,627

where two–dimensional order is not persevered upon reductive desorption, as628

well as with literature data on aliphatic SAMs, shows that the structural sta-629

bility of the desorbed SAM is a prerequisite for the occurrence of the increase630

in HER rate.631

The results imply that the presence of a highly ordered adsorbed layer of632

non–redox active species can increase, rather than decrease, the rate of an633

interfacial electron transfer reaction, in this case of the HER, here likely due634

to the ordering effect of the organic monolayer on the solvent and reagent wa-635

ter. The ordering effect occurs via the transient species of thiolates residing636

in the double layer region immediately after cleavage of the Au-S bond. The637

stability of the SAM after desorption is crucial for the observed effect. The638

exact nature of the interfacial water requires detailed investigations from a639

combination of vibrational spectroscopies and molecular simulations.640
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• Araliphatic SAM with extraordinary electrochemical stability904

• Enhancement of the hydrogen evolution after reductive SAM desorp-905

tion906

• In situ real time sum frequency generation spectroscopy (SFG)907
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